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This addendum note is being prepared to set out some additional information about housing
completions in South Somerset District between 1 April 2020 and 31 March 2021.
The appellants have been provided with data on completions for the year 2020/21 from the NHBC
Building Control. These come in monthly to the Council, usually within the first week of the following
month. The NHBC are required to provide the Council with these statistics under Section 56 (5) of
the Building Act 1984.
This source of data has given a total of 333 completions over the year, the most recent figure (which
completed the information for the monitoring year 2020/21) was provided to the appellant on 28
April 2021. This was the most up to date information available at the time.
The appellant has used the figure up to the end of February 2021 (312 dwellings) throughout their
proof of evidence and appendices.
The appellant has been advised by the Council via a number of emails that the information provided
from the NHBC Building Control is incomplete and that the annual completion figures cannot be
confirmed until the annual monitoring work has been carried out. I attach these emails.
The annual monitoring work takes place after the end of the financial year – i.e. the work for this
year commenced after 31 March 2021 and is being progressed. It is not, however, complete as yet.
This is the necessary work to produce the 5 Year Housing Land Supply Position Statement and
trajectory. It includes:
•

•
•

the analysis of other sources of completions data (for example the figures from the internal
building control department which were received by the Council’s planning policy team on 5
May 2021) – these are currently provided annually, receiving them on a more regular basis
is being explored). The annual figures from the NHBC Building Control and SSDC Building
Control have now been amalgamated but there may be additional completions from
developers who have used other building control services,
site visits (underway but not yet complete)
the large site survey which involves contacting developers/agents for site by site feedback
on the trajectory for the larger sites. This has not yet been commenced.

Additionally, planning policy officers have been using internal mapping and council tax data to check
on any commitments in the Council’s housing monitoring database that can be updated to
completions. This involves checking individual plots and reviewing council tax references. This work
has just been completed and the data from this has been included in the current completions figure.
The recent updates have confirmed that the current figure for completions in South Somerset
District during the monitoring year 2020/21 is 596 units. This is pre-site visits however and cannot
yet be considered complete. I have attached as an appendix the current spreadsheet which sets out
the known completions 2020/21.

